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Week 2

at a Glance

 Mapping Interactions 
and Identifying Problem 
Areas

Aim:

Created a Schedule for the week


Mapped typical activities in daily life of an individual

(household level) 


Mapped typical activities that happen in a society


Interactions between different parts of the society


Why sustainable practices are not adopted


Understanding the cause and effect dynamics  

Plans ahead



Activities a 
middle aged 

individual could 
perform during 

a typical day 
from morning 

to night

Daily Life

Individual 

Households











an average 
person’s 

interactions with 
the outside world 
at a society level 

including daily 
activities that run 

in the background.

Daily Life

Housing 

Complex









Giga mapping of 
possible elements 

taking part in a 
sustainable society 

and household

Interactions 
between   

subsystems

in a society



Inferences Not following proper waste management practice



Work from home - Plants help relieve stress



Lack of space and multifunctionality



Hinderance in existing way of using space



Difficult to implement in existing space



Dependency



Lack of Accessibility



A Connection 
Circle on why 

Sustainable 
Solutions are 

not becoming 
popular in India

Why are 
Sustainable 

practices not 
adopted 



Listed down 
factors, 

grouped similar 
ones and linked 

the Cause to 
the Effect

Why are 
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Derived Root 
Causes and 
final effects 
and further 
linked them

Why are 
Sustainable 

practices not 
adopted 







Inferences Illiteracy in India 


Lack of Awareness



Huge Population In India



Unemployment



Heavy Installation Costs



Accessibility of Service



Lack of Space



The Pandemic



Access to Faster Alternatives



Lack of Convenience and Time



Factors 
influencing the 

Adoption of 
Sustainable 

Alternatives

Causal Loop 
Diagram 1



Reasons causing 
daily life to be 
unsustainable

Causal Loop 
Diagram 2



Reasons why 
populated housing 
societies are more 
sought after these 

days and its 
downsides

Causal Loop 
Diagram 3



Factors influncing the 
switch from the 
Consumption of 

Renewable Energy to 
the Consumption of 

Non Renewable Energy 
in a typical Household 

Causal Loop 
Diagram 4



We narrowed down 
possible problem areas 

to focus on, from the 
macro- level research 

that we had done so far.

Figuring out 
Areas of 

Focus
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transition happen? 

What exactly should 
people be aware of? 

Cost, Convenience 
and Space?

Awareness 2.0

Do it the right 

way!
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Next Steps Redefining our problem area of focus.



Connecting them to housing and societies.



Primary Research



Understanding how various activities are carried out.



Mapping further interactions.



Identifying possibilities of Intervention.




thank you


